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Spin  

1. Start with your dog in a standing position. It may help to teach 

your dog to stand on command if you haven't already.   

2. Hold a treat in front of your dog's nose, and give the command 

"spin."    

3. Slowly pull the treat toward the side of your dog's head so he'll 
have to turn his  head to follow it.   

4. Keep pulling the treat around in a circle around your dog's 

body so he'll have to  spin in order to keep track of the treat.   

5. Once your dog has followed the treat in a complete circle, tell 

him "good" or click  your clicker, and give him the treat.   

6. Spend about 5 minutes several times a day practicing the spin. 
Your dog will be  spinning in a complete circle before you 

know it.   Adding Direction   

Once your dog is spinning on command, you can begin 
training him to learn directions. Here's how you train this dog 
trick:  

1. Begin as you did in step 1 above with a treat in front of your 
dog's nose.   

2. This time you are going to change the command to "right spin" 

or "left spin." Give the command, and pull the treat around your 



dog in the direction you want him to  spin.   

3. Practice in several short training sessions each day. Be sure to 
work on only one  new command (right or left spin) at a time 

until your dog has a solid understanding  of the difference in 

the two commands.   

4. Once your dog knows how to spin both right and left on 

command, you can begin  to change it up. Ask him to spin in 

different directions during one training session. Once your dog 

is able to consistently respond correctly to the command by 

spinning in the right direction, you'll know he has a good grasp 

of the difference between the two commands. 

 Troubleshooting   

ü Many dogs will have trouble learning to spin in a complete circle 
the first time. In this case, you can start out smaller and work up to 
spinning all the way around. This  

    
technique is called shaping. If you need to shape the spinning 

behavior, start off by pulling a treat to one side of your dog's head. As 

soon as he turns his head, click or tell him "good" and give a treat. 

Once he is consistently turning his head, you can begin only clicking 

and treating when he turns his head and takes a step towards turning 

around. In this way, you can slowly select the behaviors that bring 

your dog closest to turning around completely until he's able to turn 

in a complete circle with only one treat at the end.  

ü If it seems as if your dog knows the command, but then begins to 
make mistakes, chances are you've moved ahead too quickly. In this 
case, simply go back a few steps to where your dog was completely 



successful. Practice at that step over a few sessions, and then begin 
moving ahead again slowly.  

 

 

 

 

Rollover  

1. Put your dog into a down position   

2. Move the treat from your puppies nose to the side of her 
head   

3. Continue to move the treat toward her shoulder blade   

4. Move the treat from her shoulder blade to her backbone – 
 following the lure she should roll onto her back – and then 
on  to her side   

5. “Yes” and reward when she lands on her side   

6. Cue “Roll Over” and make your hand signal more subtle  

 



Fear Night  

When practicing sounds and scary objects with your dog make 

sure to keep your sessions very short (5 Minutes to begin) and 

give your dog the opportunity to leave the situation. Do not 

force your dog to stay if they seem nervous or scared.  

Signs that your dog is nervous or scared:  

ü Ears Pinned Back  

ü Wide Eyes  

ü Tail Between Legs  

ü Shivering  

ü Cowering  

ü Dilated Pupils	

Always associate with positive reinforcement (cookies) 
when working with your dog with sounds or scary objects.  

As your dog becomes accustomed to the new 
sounds/masks/objects you can extend your practice time 
(maximum 15 minutes).  

Please Note: Do not ever leave sounds on with you not in 
the house. Your dog should never be forced to listen to 
something without you being able to turn off the sounds if 
your dog starts to panic.  
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